1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Perfusion is an indicator for tissue viability, and several laser-based optical imaging modalities to assess this have been developed. Medical users want a noncontact, fast, simple, and cheap modality.[@r1] Laser speckle contrast imaging (LSCI) is a fast, full-field, cheap, and relatively simple imaging method that can give 2-D perfusion maps of large surfaces.[@r2] LSCI is based on the principle that the backscattered light from a tissue that is illuminated with coherent laser light forms a random interference pattern at the detector, the so-called speckle pattern. Movement of particles inside the tissue causes fluctuations in this speckle pattern resulting in blurring of speckle images when obtained with an exposure time equal to or longer than the speckle fluctuation time scale. This blurring can be related to blood flow if the fluctuations are caused by the movement of red blood cells (RBCs). Starting out as a slow analogue research tool, LSCI systems can now image blood flow in (near) real-time as a result of the rapid increase in cheap computing power. This empowers the translation of LSCI into clinical practice where it is well suited for the assessment of perfusion in a wide range of tissues. LSCI has been applied to image burn wounds, retinal perfusion, cerebral blood flow (CBF), skin microvasculature, liver, esophagus, and the large intestine. Despite the vast amount of research on LSCI, few applications are commonly applied in clinical practice. This review serves as an introductory overview of current clinical applications of LSCI for medical specialists.

2. Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging {#sec2}
=================================

The first biomedical application was reported by Fercher and Biers.[@r2] The technique proposed by Fercher and Briers was non-real-time and had practical limitations due to the use of nondigital systems, which impeded the clinical use. The first real speed increases to quasi real-time image acquisition and processing happened in the 1990s[@r3] with the introduction of digital photography.[@r4] As mentioned previously, most of the essential developments in the applicability of LSCI as a clinical tool took place in the last 15 years with the vast increase in cheap computer power. For instance, Richards et al.[@r5] were able to build an LSCI setup for 90 USD with an imaging performance comparable to a 2000 USD setup. Generally, the components required are a low-powered laser diode, a diffuser, a digital camera, and processing software ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Currently, there are at least two companies that have commercialized LSCI. Other names for the same principle as LSCI are laser speckle imaging (LSI), laser speckle perfusion imaging, and laser speckle contrast analysis (LASCA) as it was named by the first users.

![A typical LSCI setup with a laser, diffuser, camera, and processing software.](JBO-024-080901-g001){#f1}

2.1. Basic Principles of Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------------------

Speckle patterns are the random interference patterns that arise when coherent light is backscattered by a scattering medium such as biological tissue. The slightly different optical pathlengths cause the waves to reach the observer at random mutual phases, resulting in bright and dark spots, respectively.[@r6] The speckle image is built up of static and dynamic speckles. Static speckles are speckles that do not change over time, whereas dynamic speckles do change over time due to the optical Doppler effect. The dynamic speckles contain information about movement of the object or motion of particles within the object.

In order to be able to detect a change in the speckle pattern, the exposure time of the camera must be of the order of the speckle decorrelation time, causing a blurring of the recorded speckle pattern. It is this blurring that is used to calculate the speckle contrast $K$ using the following formula: $$K = \frac{\sigma}{\langle I\rangle},$$where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the intensity $I$ over the mean intensity $\langle I\rangle$ calculated over a window in space or time. Spatial contrast uses an area of multiple pixels in one frame, as can be seen in the bottom left corner of [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. A window size of $5 \times 5$ or $7 \times 7\text{  pixels}$ has been suggested for optimal results.[@r7] Spatial contrast decreases the spatial resolution; however, this method does have a high temporal resolution. Temporal LSCI uses the same pixel in multiple frames to calculate the contrast in a time window, as can be seen in the top right corner of [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. Temporal contrast has a high spatial resolution and low temporal resolution. Spatial contrast has superior temporal resolution and vice versa;[@r8] hence, it can be beneficial if combined into a so-called spatio-temporal contrast as can be seen in the top left corner of [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. The choice of resolution should be based on the need for a high temporal or spatial resolution.

![A pixel matrix where the orange pixels are used to calculate the contrast for the yellow pixel. In the top right corner, a graphical representation of temporal contrast calculated over 15 frames. In the bottom left corner, a representation of spatial contrast assuming a $3 \times 3$ window. In the top left corner, a representation of spatio-temporal contrast calculated over 15 frames.](JBO-024-080901-g002){#f2}

If the exposure time of the detector is infinitesimally small or shorter than the intensity fluctuation time of the speckles, the standard deviation $\sigma$ is equal to the mean intensity $\langle I\rangle$, which theoretically results in a contrast value of $K = 1$. If there is movement present and the exposure time of the detector is of the order of or longer than the fluctuation time, the picture will be blurred meaning that the standard deviation $\sigma$ will be small compared to the mean intensity $\langle I\rangle$, which results in a loss of contrast, hence, $0 \geq K < 1$.

2.2. Multi-Exposure Speckle Imaging {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------

As mentioned above, the amount of blurring is dependent on the movement of particles within the object and the exposure time. The first applications of LSCI were single-exposure methods, meaning that the exposure time is kept constant with every measurement. Single exposure has the disadvantage that it is hard to quantify the measured perfusion since the sensitivity and quantitative accuracy are highly dependent on the exposure time.[@r9] In an attempt to make the method more robust and to increase the reproducibility of results, Parthasarathy et al.[@r10] developed the first multi-exposure laser speckle imaging (MESI) setup. This new setup can vary the exposure time while maintaining a constant intensity. In addition to the multi-exposure setup they also derived a new, more complete, mathematical model for speckle imaging by considering the presence of static scattered light. The multi-exposure setup shows linearity with relative changes in speed over a broader range of velocities, whereas the single-exposure setup is becoming less accurate for larger variations. This allows for semiquantitative measurements. The proposed speckle model can be used to obtain the systems noise, the fraction of dynamically scattered light $\rho$, and the correlation time $\tau_{c}$ based on the Lorentzian velocity distribution.[@r10]

2.3. Velocity Distributions {#sec2.3}
---------------------------

For the calculated contrast $K$ \[Eq. (1)\] to be linked to velocity and the RBC concentration, the velocity distribution must be known.[@r11] This relation is described by Eq. (2) for a Lorentzian velocity distribution.[@r12] In this equation, the speckle contrast $K$ is dependent on exposure time $T$ and speckle correlation time $\tau_{c}$, where $K$, $T$, and $\tau_{c}$ are linked via the theory of correlation functions and time integrated speckle. By doing so, one can calculate $\tau_{c}$, and the subsequent estimate of RBC velocity using the approximation $\tau_{c} \propto \frac{1}{V}$, where $V$ is velocity.[@r10] Fercher and Briers chose to use the Lorentzian distribution; however, an alternative interpretation of velocity distribution is suggested by others.[@r7]^,^[@r13]^,^[@r14] The Lorentzian velocity distribution is valid for Brownian movement or unordered flow, which is not conclusive in a clinical setting. The Gaussian velocity distribution is a better fit for ordered flow. Notwithstanding, it has become clear that the true velocity distribution is more complex than purely Lorentzian or Gaussian. Smausz et al.[@r15] reverse engineered some extra parameter $\alpha$ with which they multiplied $T/\tau_{c}$ to get a better fitting to the theoretical contrast curve using multiple exposures ranging from 0.2 to 500 ms as in Eq. (3). This parameter was used to compensate for the static speckles and could also be used in single-exposure LSCI after determination using MESI. Yet, these results require further research due to the seemingly incorrect use of the Lorentzian velocity distribution. Duncan and Kirkpatrick[@r13] also pointed out that the characteristic correlation times $\tau_{c}$ are dependent on a combination of ordered flow and unordered flow. The actual correlation time is somewhere between the two distributions with the Gaussian and Lorentzian as limiting behaviors as in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}.

![A graph displaying the relation between the speckle contrast and the speckle decorrelation time $\tau_{c}$ over the integration time $T$ for the Lorentzian (right) and Gaussian (left) velocity distributions.](JBO-024-080901-g003){#f3}

Smausz et al.[@r15] argued that a correlation law based on the rigid-body motion could be the answer. In fact, the rigid-body model is a hybrid between Gaussian and Lorentzian with the prevalent behaviors at short and long exposures, respectively. A recurring problem in literature is that the incorrect velocity distribution is often used resulting in a flawed correlation function. Next to that, multiple groups have confirmed that the contrast equation should consider the effect of triangular averaging:[@r8]^,^[@r13]^,^[@r15][@r16][@r17]^--^[@r18] $$K(T) = \beta^{0.5}\left( \frac{\tau_{c}}{2T} + \frac{\tau_{c}^{2}}{2T^{2}}\left\{ \left\lbrack 1 - \exp\left( - \frac{2T}{\tau_{c}} \right) - 1 \right\rbrack \right\} \right)^{0.5},$$$$K(T) = \alpha\frac{T}{\tau_{c}}.$$

2.4. Does Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging Measure Flow or Velocity? {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------

First, to elucidate the appropriate definitions; flow is defined as a volume per time unit, whereas velocity is defined as distance per time unit. It is accepted that laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) measures flow.[@r7]^,^[@r14] LSCI is in some aspects similar to laser Doppler although it still lacks this level of acceptance in this field. It can be stated that it is still indeterminate whether LSCI measures velocity or flow. In a situation where there is no movement of RBCs, only static speckles are present with no blurring and theoretically a contrast of $K = 1$. Consider the fact that a fraction of the RBCs starts to move, which leads to Doppler shifted photons. A fraction of the static speckles has turned into dynamic speckles decreasing the contrast $K$. However, it is unclear if the origin of the decrease in speckle contrast, and the corresponding $\tau_{c}$, is caused by an increase in flow or velocity. Yet, it is clear that this must be related to the RBCs movement within the exposure time. Eq. (2) relates contrast $K$ to the correlation time $\tau_{c}$, which is inversely proportional to velocity.[@r7] The loss in contrast is directly related to the concentration and size of scatterers in the measured medium as said by Nadort et al.[@r19] This group studied the influence of velocity, scatterer size, and concentration on the measured contrast $K$ in a flow phantom. An analysis is made with differences in flow speed, scatterer size, and concentration that all influence the contrast $K$ and thus the relation $1/\tau_{c} = \alpha V$. Different velocities for different scatterer size and scatterer concentration all give slightly different contrast values for different exposure times. Finally, it is generally accepted that the loss in contrast is caused by the movement of RBCs, although the relation is not unanimously accepted yet.

2.5. Movement Artefact Correction {#sec2.5}
---------------------------------

LSCI is extremely sensitive to motion. It is able to detect the small-scale movements of RBCs; however, this is the power and pitfall of this technology.[@r20] Unwanted movement artifacts are embodied in the measured signal and cannot be easily separated. A simple movement artefact precaution could involve establishing a distraction free and quiet environment for the patient.[@r21] Mahé et al.[@r22] added an adhesive opaque patch within the field of view. This is based on the idea that the opaque surface speckle contrast contains solely information about unwanted movement and not perfusion. The measured contrast on the exposed skin contains information about perfusion and unwanted movement; as such when the opaque surface contrast is deducted, with the addition of a linearity correction, only perfusion is left. This method was later used by others.[@r23][@r24]^--^[@r25] The same group later improved this method with an equation that is valid for the studied population that does not require calibration.[@r26] Using this method, cutaneous microvascular assessment was measured on a patient forearm during exercise.[@r27] The forearm was placed on a table while the patient was working out on a home trainer. Whereas Mahe et al. used the adhesive opaque patch as a zero-flow reference, and Lertsakdadet et al.[@r25] used a fiducial marker to identify and re-align a subset of speckle images that have an acceptable degree of motion artefact. These methods can be helpful when cutaneous microvascular perfusion is assessed, yet in some cases the tissue of interest cannot have any object stuck to it. For example, Richards et al.[@r28] applied an electrocardiogram (ECG)-based *post hoc* correction on CBF measurements to correct for the palpable motion of the heartbeat. Finally, Miao et al.[@r29] proposed registered laser speckle contrast analysis based on a modified registration technique, to *post hoc* compensate for respiration and heart beating in animals. The need for a robust, real-time, yet effective motion correction still exists.[@r7] This can then be applied in any situation such as intra-abdominal cavities and CBF measurements.

3. Clinical Applications of Laser Speckle Contrast Imaging {#sec3}
==========================================================

This review is limited to preclinical and clinical LSCI literature. The discussed research fields are chosen based on the authors' interests.

3.1. Rheumatology {#sec3.1}
-----------------

Perfusion assessment using LSCI is applied in rheumatology to determine the state of systemic sclerosis (SSc). A study by Della Rossa et al.[@r30] was the first to report on the use of LSCI to monitor the dynamic vascular reactivity and blood flow in patients affected by Raynaud's phenomenon including SSc patients. A differentiation between SSc and primary Raynaud's phenomenon could be made solely based on qualitative blood perfusion measures such as peak flow after an ischemic test and postischemic hyperemic area under the curve. This was later verified by others.[@r31] Ruaro et al.[@r32] went one step further by verifying the LSCI data with LDF and nailfold video capillaroscopy (NVC). LSCI and LDF were used to measure the peripheral blood perfusion (PBP). NVC is the standard of care in rheumatology to determine the state of SSc (early, active, or late) by providing information on the morphological microvascular abnormalities of the capillaries. The PBP values measured using LSCI and LDF were found to have a linear relationship between different NVC patterns ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). Lower PBP values were found for SSc patients compared to healthy subjects, which is in line with findings of others[@r33] also using LDF[@r34]^,^[@r35] and laser Doppler imaging (LDI).[@r36] In contrast to a previous publication,[@r37] Wilkinson et al.[@r38] reported good potential in comparison to thermography. With these results considered, LSCI is a reliable technique for detecting PBP in humans. The PBP values correlate well with the progression of SSc and NVC patterns.[@r39] LSCI is still a relatively new technique in this field, however, it gains popularity over the more widely accepted LDF because of its shorter acquisition time, higher reproducibility because of decreased intraoperator variability, ease of use due to the elimination of the need of a full-contact probe,[@r30]^,^[@r32] and the fact that LSCI provides an image rather than a single-point measurement.

![LASCA image of right hands and related NVC pictures in (a) a healthy subject, and in SSC patients with (b) "early, (c) "active", or (d) "late" pattern of microangiopathy (NVC picture magnification $200 \times$). Figure reprinted from [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} in Ref. [@r32], © 2019, with permission from BMJ.](JBO-024-080901-g004){#f4}

A more prevalent disease in rheumatology is arthritis. Arthritis is caused by an inflammatory reaction affecting joints that can be characterized by locally increased perfusion. Different stages of arthritis can already be successfully characterized by LSCI in animal models.[@r40] Detection in early stages of arthritis might help to delay or prevent further damage if the characteristic neo-angiogenesis in humans can be quantified using LSCI. This study was performed in a mouse model and to date no human *in vivo* studies have been performed.[@r40] This could be related to the inadequate superficial measuring depth of a standard LSCI setup. Dunn et al.[@r41] showed that by using their so-called transmissive LSI technique, this depth can be increased to 10 to 15 mm into tissues, which is sufficient to monitor finger joint synovial blood flow. The transmissive laser speckle imager is an instrument where the laser source is opposed to the detector instead of alongside. Finally, Forrester et al.[@r42] reported on a new endoscopic apparatus that was used to image the rabbit joint capsule tissue *in vivo*. The same group also reported on the successful application of the same apparatus in the human knee of patients requiring arthroscopic knee surgery.[@r43] Many diseases in rheumatology are characterized by a change in microvascular perfusion, which implies that LSCI could become an important tool for the rheumatologist for evaluation of disease activity. Yet, the inadequate penetration depth to reach the tissue of interest hinders full clinical acceptation and application broader than characterization of SSc patients.

3.2. Burns {#sec3.2}
----------

Unlike the rheumatologist, a burn surgeon is in most instances working with superficial tissues such as the skin or superficial muscle tissue. An example is burn wound assessment. The clinical observation based on visual and tactile information of burn wound severity by skilled burn surgeons only suffices in about 70% to 80% of the time.[@r44] The two extremes, red painful, nonblistering superficial burns and pale, leathery insensate deep burns, are easy to detect for most clinicians. It is much harder to determine correct severity of the partial-thickness burns that greatly influences the treatment.[@r45] An incorrect diagnosis of deep partial-thickness wounds can lead to unnecessary hospitalization, excision, and grafting. However, the incorrect diagnosis of superficial partial-thickness wounds can lead to sepsis-related morbidity.[@r46] Hence, the clinical need for a robust objective method is critical. The state of microcirculatory blood flow is an indicator of healing capability and thus imaging modalities able to visualize the blood flow can be of great help to the burn surgeon. Currently, LDI is the most used clinically although it has its drawbacks of being costly, bulky, and having long acquisition times.[@r47] LSCI, on the other hand, can achieve similar results while sustaining the advantage of being noninvasive and noncontact with the added advantage of being cheap, simple, and having short acquisition times.[@r48] The latter is important for treating patients who cannot remain still because they are in pain or because it concerns infants.

Stewart et al.[@r48] were the first to report on the use of LSCI to asses superficial blood flow within burn surgery. They measured burn scar perfusion and made a comparison between LDI and LSCI concluding with a favorable note toward LSCI. Crouzet et al.[@r49] used LSCI to measure perfusion in a mouse burn model. They induced both superficial-partial and deep-partial thickness burns. Results indicate that LSCI can discriminate between the induced superficial-partial and deep-partial burns with statistical significance. These results are very promising even though a translation to clinically relevant data could be complex due to the inevitable biological differences in skin such as thickness and structure. Lindahl et al.[@r50] did a study using LSCI on pediatric scald injuries trying to predict the outcome of the burn at 14 days postburn. LSCI is well suited for pediatric burns due to the short acquisition time. Their results show a significant difference after one day for wounds that healed within 14 days compared with those who underwent surgery. Further validation of various burn types required for clinical application was later done by the same group.[@r51]^,^[@r52] LSCI is of help with easy to understand images that can predict wound healing ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). A single-perfusion measurement is sufficient to predict the need for surgery with increased accuracy when an additional measurement is made between 0 and 24 h after burn. LSCI should be used together with the surgeon's expertise since perfusion measurements do not rule out deep or superficial burns. However, it can be a valuable tool for the surgeon for clinical decision-making in superficial wounds for the need of surgery.

![Examples of perfusion in scalds with various healing times in two different children. On the upper row, a wound on the right upper and lower arm is shown that contains regions that healed between 9 and 17 days. Perfusion images (a)--(e) are acquired at (a) 14 h, (b) 4 days, (c) 6 days, (d) 8 days, and (e) 15 days after the injury. On the lower row, a wound on the upper arm of another patient is shown, which contains different regions that did not heal after 14 days and subsequently underwent surgery. Perfusion images (f)--(j) are acquired at (f) 5 h, (g) 3 days, (h) 6 days, (i) 8 days, and (j) 10 days after the injury. The asterisks (\*) indicates area with erroneously low perfusion values due to specular reflections. The color bar on the left side indicates the perfusion scale (0 to 500 PU). Figure reprinted from [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} in Ref. [@r52], © 2019, with permission from Elsevier.](JBO-024-080901-g005){#f5}

3.3. Dermatology {#sec3.3}
----------------

LSCI is used within dermatology for monitoring port wine stain (PWS) birthmarks. PWS are progressive vascular malfunctions with locally increased blood flow. PWS birthmarks are commonly treated using a pulsed dye laser that causes vascular damage.[@r53] Huang et al.[@r54]^,^[@r55] were the first to monitor the effect of pulsed dye laser treatment on the perfusion. They found that the perfusion was significantly decreased in treated areas, whereas the untreated areas remained unchanged. This suggests that LSCI is a potential surgical guidance tool that can decrease the amount of sessions required for complete PWS blanching.[@r56]^,^[@r57] The effect of PWS blanching is clearly presented in [Fig. 6](#f6){ref-type="fig"}. Next to this, Yang et al.[@r58] found that the degree of PWS blanching correlates well to the decrease in perfusion measured by LSCI.

![Representative data of a 33-year-old male PWS patient before and at follow-up after V-PDT: (a) digital photos before and at follow-up and (b) pseudocolor LSI maps before and at follow-up. Figure reprinted from [Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"} in Ref. [@r56], © 2019, with permission from Springer.](JBO-024-080901-g006){#f6}

Finally, as pointed out by Mennes et al.,[@r59] LSCI could be of help in the assessment of diabetic foot ulcers that are related to local ischemia. They point out that no such study has yet been performed on the diabetic foot population even though there seems to be a lot of potential based on a comparable study by others.[@r60] Also, similar studies have been published on the use of LSCI in microcirculatory flow measurements in venous ulcers,[@r61] prediction of venous ulcers,[@r62] and digital ulcers in SSc patients.[@r63]

LSCI has made it to clinical applicability within burn surgery and dermatology. Yet, some notes are necessary. PWS birthmarks are characterized by compromised perfusion and sometimes parallel with a change in color. The latter is a concern in many studies considering it influences the optical properties. One must note that a reduction in redness in PWS treatment can falsely influence the perfusion readout. Reduction in redness implies an increase of penetration depth of light since optical absorption is reduced. If a reduction of perfusion is measured, this reduction is probably underestimated, which would not pose as a problem in this case. Additionally, no studies are published on MESI. This could potentially improve measurements as a result of the ability to generate semiquantitative data.

3.4. Ophthalmology {#sec3.4}
------------------

LSCI is extensively used in ophthalmology and is currently the largest field of research. A different setup and terminology are used contrary to the sections above and beyond. A typical setup consists of a fundus camera with a laser diode and a charge coupled device image sensor.[@r64] Depending on the application, either a laser diode (to measure deeper retinal flow) or a blue component argon laser (for superficial retinal flow) is used. Within this field, scanning times are restricted to prevent possible damage inflicted to the eye due to the use of a laser. Perfusion measurements of the choroidal circulation can be critical for the diagnosis of various diseases such as glaucoma, retinopathy, and macular degeneration.[@r65] The retina has two separate blood supplies by virtue of the high metabolic activity. The choroidal circulation feeds the choroidal tissues and the outer section of the retina, and the retinal circulation feeds the inner portion of the retina. Tamaki et al.[@r66] devised the first ever digital application of LSCI to measure the retinal, optical nerve head (ONH), and choroidal blood flow dynamics. They used the technique proposed by Fercher and Briers with the addition of digital photography[@r2]^,^[@r67] and with the additional advantage of tracking changes in blood flow in ONH tissue every 15 s. This was later improved to enable real-time measurement of the ONH and the choroid of the human eye.[@r68] Within ophthalmology, the perfusion is typically expressed in normalized blur (NB) \[Eq. (4)\] or square blur ratio (SBR) \[Eq. (5)\]. NB is the approximation for speckle contrast where the denominator is a numerical substitute for the standard deviation to save calculation time.[@r66] The SBR has an offset variable that corrects for the offset measured at no flow and a multiplication factor $C$ based on a calibration spinning disc. Each eye and locations within the same eye have a different calibration factor and offset resulting in the inability to compare different eyes or locations:[@r64] $${NB}(x,y) = \frac{I_{mean}(x,y)}{1/98\sum_{k = 1}^{98}|I_{\text{mean}}(x,y) - I(x,y,k)|},$$$${SBR}(x,y) = C \times \frac{{\{ I_{mean}(x,y)\}}^{2}}{\sigma^{2}} - \text{offset}.$$

This method is used to compare dynamics of the exact same location with various time intervals up to several weeks.[@r69] The inability to make interpatient comparisons can be overcome by analyzing qualitative measures rather than quantitative, and in this case by analyzing the pulse-waveform and comparing resulting parameters such as skew, blowout score, blowout time, rising, and falling rate.[@r70] A pulse-waveform analysis is made on a sequence of images taken with a relatively short exposure time, i.e., roughly 118 images in 4 to 5 seconds, which are then combined over multiple heartbeats ([Fig. 7](#f7){ref-type="fig"}). Individual characteristics such as sex, early atherosclerotic changes, glaucoma severity, and systemic hemodynamic values are shown to be related to parameters that can be extracted from the pulse waveform.[@r69][@r70][@r71][@r72]^--^[@r73] One can even differentiate between habitual and nonhabitual coffee drinkers based on temporal changes in ocular blood flow.[@r72] Many studies using LSCI are available within the field of ophthalmology since this way the effect on the cardiovascular system can be studied in great detail, for example, diabetes.[@r74]^,^[@r75] Despite the fact that detection of an early atherosclerotic change can be useful, it could also unintentionally negatively influence the determination of another characteristic. The comparison of interpatient qualitative measures of blood flow dynamics has not yet been reported in other fields. However, these parameters result in a broader clinical applicability ranging from ocular disease to systemic hemodynamic monitoring.

![The method for analyzing the mean blur rate (MBR) using laser speckle flowgraphy. (a) The gray-scale map of the total measurement area. The circle and rectangle designate the area of the ONH and center placed at the tissue area avoiding the retinal vessel measured. (b) The pulse waves show changes in the MBR, which is tuned to the cardiac cycle for 4 s. The total number of frames is 118. (c) Normalization of one pulse. MBR values are provided on this screen. a, maximal MBR-minimal MBR; b, the number of frames spent at one-half value of A; c, the number of frames spent at one normalized pulse; d, the average MBR; T, temporal; N, nasal; S, superior; and I, inferior. Figure reprinted from [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} in Ref. [@r74], © 2019, with permission from Springer.](JBO-024-080901-g007){#f7}

3.5. Neurology {#sec3.5}
--------------

The measurement of CBF during neurosurgery is crucial in verifying that blood perfusion levels are at presurgical levels and to asses postsurgical tissue viability.[@r76] The CBF was first studied in small animals such as rodents.[@r77] Subjects of studies are functional provocations, such as electrical stimulation, cortical spreading depressions and hypercapnia but also physiological alterations such as hyperoxia, hyperthermia, and vascular occlusions.[@r78] The real translation from the experimental setting to clinical practice as a standard of care has yet to come, however, some studies report on the successful clinical application of LSCI. Hecht et al.[@r79] reported on the first clinical study that included three patients undergoing extracranial--intracranial bypass procedures. Their results were promising as they measured an increase in relative baseline after the completion of the anastomosis. They were able to verify sufficient flow replacement via the bypass subsequent to occlusion. This group used a commercially available device and placed it overtop the surgically exposed area, whereas Richards et al.[@r28] and Parthasarathy et al.[@r76] developed a neurosurgical operating microscope laser speckle contrast imager. Their custom setup has the advantages of having minimal interference with the surgical procedure due to a shorter setup time, having an almost 50 times greater temporal resolution and correcting for the pulsation of the brain using an ECG-based *post hoc* correction. These studies both included only three patients each, however, in the second study of Hecht et al.,[@r80] thirty patients undergoing direct surgical revascularization were included giving similar promising results concerning clinical applicability. The LSCI images might give neurosurgeons an indication of the effectiveness of the surgical revascularization as can be seen in [Fig. 8](#f8){ref-type="fig"}. Nomura et al.[@r81] compared $$-iodoampethamine single-photon emission computer tomography to LSCI reporting on moderate success. Other reported uses of LSCI are the prediction of infarction,[@r82] functional brain mapping,[@r83] and the propagation of cortical spreading depolarization after malignant stroke.[@r84] In the authors' opinion, LSCI is very relevant for neurosurgery. The integration in surgical practice causes minimal disturbance, especially using the microscope setup described by Parthasarathy et al.[@r76] Future research should consist of collecting vast amounts of data on CBF assessment to determine parameters of interest based on blood flow changes, in which the surgeon can base their decision-making for further treatment. This, in combination with increased robustness, could result in general acceptance of LSCI as a standard of care within neurosurgery.

![Temporal response (dynamics) of LSI. LSI screenshots (1 Hz) from a continuous cortical perfusion assessment in a patient after completion of a high-flow bypass graft (saphenous vein, asterisk). Panels (a)--(c) visualize cortical perfusion (a) before, (b) during, and (c) after a test-occlusion procedure of the bypass and main aneurysm-carrying vessel with subsequent flow initiation only through the bypass graft with a high flux (red) indicating high flow and low flux (blue) indicating low flow. (d) The corresponding backscatter photo. The dashed region of interest in (a)--(c) shows the area within which the main cortical perfusion was calculated. The LSCI-specific detection of a sudden flow reduction during test occlusion and immediate reperfusion after flow initiation can be noted in the second and third panels from the left. Note the absent perfusion in the bypass graft during test occlusion (asterisk). Figure reprinted from [Fig. 4(a)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} in Ref. [@r80], © 2019, with permission from Sage Publications.](JBO-024-080901-g008){#f8}

3.6. Gastro-Intestinal Tract Surgery {#sec3.6}
------------------------------------

The foregoing studies are limited to exposed tissues or to an open surgical setting with some exceptions.[@r42]^,^[@r43] Only limited studies on the clinical application of LSCI in the abdominal cavity are available. Eriksson et al.[@r85] were the first to report on the *in vivo* application of LSCI on a visceral organ in an open surgical setting. They measured blood perfusion of the liver with occlusion of the portal vein and hepatic artery. Their conclusion is that LSCI holds promise for this clinical application although the movement artifacts are a cause of concern. Artifacts caused by the heart beating accounted for 40% of their signal and respiratory artifacts showed up as low-frequency oscillations, which seems to be a recurring theme in perfusion measurements on visceral organs. Later, others performed perfusion measurements on porcine abdominal organs using LSCI on the stomach, liver, and small intestine[@r86] and esophagus.[@r87] Several groups have measured microvascular blood flow during esophagectomies in humans.[@r88][@r89]^--^[@r90] The first group to image the gastric microvascular perfusion was able to detect ischemic areas on gastric tube reconstructions.[@r90] Interestingly, this study confirms that LSCI can be of help in identifying ischemic areas to reduce anastomotic leakage, which is a major complication within gastrointestinal surgery.[@r91][@r92]^--^[@r93] This was later confirmed by others in Ivor-Lewis esophagectomies.[@r88] In a different study, LSCI was used to investigate the effect of thoracic epidural anesthesia, which can provoke hypotension,[@r89] proving that LSCI can be used to image the gastric microcirculation in real-time. Next to this, LSCI is sensitive enough to detect even the slightest changes in the gastric microvascular perfusion. Finally, Knudsun et al.[@r94] used LSCI to measure microperfusion on the bowel of a newborn with necrotizing enterocolitis. The perfusion values matched with the macroscopic findings of the surgeon for the surgical resection lines in a *post hoc* analysis. Interestingly, the *post hoc* analysis showed another region with low perfusion values that the surgeon was not able to distinguish and did not include in the surgery. An ischemic stenosis was found during reoperation 14 days postsurgery, which suggests that in this case LSCI could have prevented reoperation. This is a very interesting note concerning the predictive value of LSCI even though this was a case study. These studies were performed in an open surgical setting, whereas very little studies are published using LSCI in an endoscopic or laparoscopic setting. Bray et al.[@r43] was the first to use LSCI combined with an endoscope *in vivo* to image the blood flow in the human knee, which has been described in Sec. [3.1](#sec3.1){ref-type="sec"}, after initial testing in a rabbit knee.[@r42] Two other groups have devised an endoscope to image the retinal blood flow in rats[@r95] and mice[@r96] to overcome the difficulty associated with the refractive properties due to the curved cornea. Some used endoscopes, whereas Zheng et al.[@r97] reported on the development of a multi-camera laparoscope. This was used to image intestinal vasculature in a minimal invasive setting in a swine. Our own group recently published the first-in-human application with a combination of a standard laparoscopic surgical setup with LSCI. We were able to image intestinal blood flow during a vascular occlusion test in a human.[@r98] These are the first laparoscopic intraabdominal applications of LSCI focused on the large intestine; however, this could work for other gastro-intestinal-surgery or any other endoscopic intra-abdominal application.

3.7. Other Uses of LSCI {#sec3.7}
-----------------------

Several fields of research are highlighted in this review solely based on the authors' interests. However, other interesting applications of laser speckle are applicable in dentistry and cardiovascular research. Within dentistry and oral surgery laser speckle is used to image the gingival blood flow[@r99][@r100][@r101][@r102][@r103]^--^[@r104] ([Fig. 9](#f9){ref-type="fig"}) or the even deeper situated dental pulp flow.[@r105]^,^[@r106] Another interesting study uses laser speckle to avoid the inevitable human bias in the classification of dental decay.[@r107] They have used, as a first in literature, the $\chi^{2}$ distance histogram analysis to quantify white spot lesions rather than a traditional contrast calculation such as Eq. (1). Cardiovascular studies are largely interested in using laser speckle to assess the microvascular endothelial function of the skin under the influence of different stimuli such as transdermal iontophoretic delivery of acetylcholine[@r108]^,^[@r109] or other pharmacological and physiological provocations.[@r110] Even though LSCI is suitable for detecting altered endothelial function, Hellmann et al.[@r111] stated that the endothelial function is altered in many cardiovascular diseases it should not function as a diagnostic nor prognostic biomarker. This is contrary to others.[@r112]^,^[@r113] Also a study was published about the assessment of the forearm endothelium showing significantly impaired vasodilatory response with type I diabetes.[@r114] Finally, dual-wavelength LSCI allows for simultaneous imaging of blood flow and the oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin concentrations.[@r115]^,^[@r116]

![Representative photographs and LSCI images of (a), (b), (e), and (f) male and (c), (d), (g), and (h) female subjects; in both cases, a combination of the modified coronally advanced tunnel and Geistlich Mucograft was used. (a)--(d) Images representing the preoperative perfusion and (e)--(h) images showing the wound healing and perfusion 3 days postoperatively. Capital letters (A, B, and C) indicate the regions of interest for the blood flow evaluation. Figure reprinted from [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} in Ref. [@r100], © 2019, with permission from Hindawi.](JBO-024-080901-g009){#f9}

4. Current Limitations of LSCI {#sec4}
==============================

As described above in a multitude of ways, there are still limitations that impede the clinical use of LSCI. First of all, most studies are bound to qualitative measurements and very limited interpatient comparability. Moreover, LSCI is unfortunately still not a quantitative method although great steps forward have been made by the group of Dunn et al.[@r10] with the introduction of multi-exposure speckle imaging. In the authors' opinion, multiple exposures should be further explored in upcoming studies. Second, the unwanted movement of tissues is the pitfall of the clinical application of laser speckle. Many studies have been published about movement artefact correction for moving tissues; however, there is no definitive all-round solution yet.[@r22]^,^[@r28] This seems to be a problem for the imaging of moving tissues such as intraabdominal perfusion measurements as well as patients whom cannot remain still. Third, to get interpatient comparability these systems require either a zero-flow area within the field of view or a highly controlled environment. This zero-flow area cannot show any signs of perfusion and could be in the form of a surgical mesh or an adhesive opaque patch. A controlled environment is easily created in dermatological, ophthalmological, rheumatological, and neurological studies. In these cases, patients are either sedated or in full control of their movements. Hence, these are currently the fields with the largest clinical acceptation and application.

5. Conclusion {#sec5}
=============

Most studies addressed in this review are clinical studies are only a fraction of all literature available on LSCI. Many studies are performed in animal models as a preclinical study, which shows great potential although they never translate into clinical applications. Currently, there are at least two commercially available laser speckle contrast imagers that share common limitations. This inherently means that most studies run into the same problem. When the above-mentioned problems are solved, with the emphasis on getting quantitative results and robust movement artefact correction, LSCI can become more than a research tool. It is a cheap, noncontact and reliable imaging modality that can measure blood perfusion at any time during a clinical examination. With the knowledge that microcirculation is an indicator for tissue viability, this technique can be applied in many more medical fields.
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